From the President’s Desk
What a new world we are living in since the Winter Canyon Chatter. The Covid-19
has cast a pall over our lives. I hope you are healthy both physically and mentally
during these challenging times.
A lot of changes for the Friends: starting with the cancellation of the Volunteer
Appreciation Breakfast, temporary closure of the VIS, shutting down the 4th grade
education program for the school year, having to halt Music in the Canyon and by
request of the USFS, suspending Monday Clean-up. The only continuing activity
has been filling the brochure boxes and car counts. A big thanks to Joe and Cheryl
Wolowsky and their crew for providing trail maps and bird guides to visitors and
recording vehicles. Speaking of which, with so many non-essentials eliminated,
visits to the Canyon have sky-rocketed. We had 6,000 more cars in March than
February. While some is attributed to “social distancing”, the fact is Madera
Canyon has been under more pressure than ever. A big shout out to the USFS for
providing temporary relief facilities at all the parking areas.
OK, let me get back to all those what might have beens. We hope to re-schedule
the Volunteer Appreciation Breakfast sometime this Fall and will get the VIS and
Monday Clean-up back in operation as soon as the USFS gives us the approval to
resume.
Music in the Canyon: Thanks to you ticket holders that chose to donate part or all
of the admission to the Education Program. Your generosity was overwhelming.
Prior to the crisis, the Board had talked about trying another Fall concert series.
All things equal, if group gathering and distancing restrictions are relaxed, we are
going to try to make it so. By the way, did you know your donation is tax
deductible whether you file the standard deduction or itemize? See the CARES
ACT article for more information.
April is National Volunteer Appreciation Month. Whether you are an active
volunteer or a passive supporter, we are so grateful for what your contribution to
our organization. The Friends of Madera Canyon would not be if it weren’t for
dedicated folks like you that want to make a difference.
Rusty Lombardo, President
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Madera Canyon: Important Piece of a Greater Whole
By Doug Moore, Education Director
On a fairly regular basis, I am asked, “Why, if you are the Friends of Madera
Canyon, is the organization interested and involved in
conservation/preservation issues outside of the canyon?” My response is
that Madera Canyon does not exist isolated and alone in a vacuum. The
canyon is intimately connected to and affected by everything that happens
in the rest of the Santa Rita Mountains, the surrounding desert/grassland
habitats and the increasingly urbanized Santa Cruz Valley corridor. The
natural health of the entire region has a direct impact on the natural health
of the Madera Canyon and its plants and animals.
Local efforts to preserve open space and habitat, such as the Sonoran
Desert Conservation Plan, have focused attention on more than 100
threatened and endangered species living in our area.
Some of these plants and animals are found in or
migrating through Madera Canyon or live in the desert
foothills and surrounding mountains of the Santa Rita
Range. Pima Pineapple Cactus and Cactus Ferruginous
Pygmy Owl inhabit the foothills. Mexican Spotted Owl and
Northern Goshawk reside in the upper canyon, while
Willow Flycatcher and Lesser Long-nosed Bat seasonally
migrate through. Bartram’s Stonecrop and Lemon Lily grow deep in the
canyon. Several Jaguars have included the Santa Ritas within their range
and a recently documented population of rare Coleman’s Coralroot Orchid
occurs within the proposed footprint of the Rosemont Mine on the eastern
slope of the mountains.
These examples are only the “special” species that science is currently
focusing upon and in need of particular attention. There are literally
hundreds of other varieties of plants and animals living in and dependant
upon the diversity of habitats within and around Madera Canyon. As human
populations increase and the resulting development and
activity eat up more and more land, natural habitats tend
to become fragmented and degraded; the plants and
animals living there can become isolated, decline or
sometimes even be eliminated. It is now a recognized factwhich should have been obvious all along- that a species
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cannot be conserved without first preserving the habitat in which it lives (and
ensuring that the conserved habitat is sufficiently large and healthy to be viable).
Every species “plays a unique role” in its habitat and is linked to all other
organisms in the Web of Life. Declines in the numbers of a particular plant or
animal can be an indicator of the overall health of a habitat, or an entire
ecosystem. If enough links in any web disappear the system will inevitably
collapse. These vital connections are why it is so crucial to pay attention to what
some people might consider a seemingly insignificant species- such as the Cactus
Ferruginous Pygmy Owl.
Efforts like the Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan are a good start toward
ensuring that the Madera Canyon and Santa Rita Sky Island ecosystem maintains
a healthy biodiversity. To fulfill the mission of “conservation through education”
for Madera Canyon, it is important for the Friends of Madera Canyon to be aware
and involved in the greater conservation concerns and challenges facing the
region and to provide current information and education on these issues to its
members and the general public.
Most recently, concern for canyon conservation has motivated the FoMC Board of
Directors to start a dialogue with the Coronado National Forest and US Forest
Service for Madera Canyon to be designated as a nature reserve with full
protected status for all plants and animals. Achieving his protection would be
another important step towards insuring that Madera Canyon remains a healthy,
vital, bio-diverse link in the greater SE Arizona ecosystem for generations to
come.
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Student Naturalists: The Nature Detectives of Madera Canyon
By Christine Olsenius
Over the years, Friends of Madera Canyon (FoMC) has provided more than
12,000 school children with educational field trips on the Proctor Nature
Loop Trail in Madera Canyon. Geared to the fourth-grade level and guided
by a cadre of well-trained and patient docents, this program is integral to
fulfilling our mission of conservation through education by getting students
outside in nature while encouraging them to explore and connect with the
biologically rich canyon.
Some of us may remember a field trip from our past, the excitement of
getting out of school and seeing the world beyond the classroom. It
helped to make
real all the
science,
geography and
history that
came out
of our text
books. Some
field trips have
a way of
imprinting an
experience
on
impressionable
young children.
That is our hope
with the
students who
take part in
FoMC field
trips.
A primary
objective of the
field trip is to encourage students to become
student naturalists - “nature detectives.” “Our job as docents is to harness
their natural curiosity and powers of observation so they learn about what
they see, hear, touch, and smell,” said docent Julie Porter. Julie, a
professional biologist, became a docent six years ago. “When I was new
to Green Valley, my neighbor, who is a docent, took me along one
morning. The children were a delight…” said Julie. “I was impressed with
Doug’s deep knowledge and gentle ways, as well as the fine team off
docents. I was hooked.”
The Doug that Julie mentions is Doug Moore, FoMC Education Director.
Doug oversees the substantive training program in which docents learn
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how to involve students in their own observations of
nature, as well as
ongoing learning about the science, history and natural
resources of
Madera Canyon and the Sky Island Mountains region of
Southwest
Arizona.
According to Doug, the preparation for the field trips
begins long before
the students are in the Canyon. He makes a
preparatory class visit to each
school beforehand, showing a powerpoint presentation
on the Canyon and
providing teachers with a manual of pre and post-walk activities to
enhance retention of all that they learn. Participating teachers are also
encouraged to use the “Proctor Nature Trail Loop Interpretive Guide” online
under the “Education” button on the FoMC website.
“We try to guide exploration, discovery and discussion rather than
lecture”, said Doug. The average two to three-hour field trips explore
canyon geology, habitats, plants, animals, Native American and current
history. After learning how to use ancient stone tools for grinding local
mesquite beans, the children get to eat mesquite cookies.
“The (field) trips give the children the
confidence to explore and appreciate
the outdoors, and to enjoy learning in a less
formal environment” said
Julie. “When we finish a walk, I ask them what
they liked the best about
the walk, and do they want to come again when they tell me it is the best
field trip they have ever had, and they want to
come back - I know that I
have done my job!”
In looking over two decades of thank you
letters from school children, it is
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apparent that the docents have been highly successful. I am struck by the
excitement and sense of discovery the letters convey. The following are a
few examples of student testimonials for FoMC field trips. (Please note
the spelling and punctuation, or lack thereof is theirs!)
“Dear Julie, Thank you so much for letting us go to Madera Canyon it was
so fun. I like seeing all the animals, the stink bug, the frog and the stick
bug they were all so cool and I loved all of the interesting plants like the
plant that had a leaf that was very fuzzy and I loved the plants that smeald
so good!! Madison.”
“Thank you for everything. I loved the nature walk. My favorite part was
when we saw the Tarantula. It freaked me out but it was great. Matthew.”
“Dear Madera Canyon Friends, I would like to
thank you for the great time
if you don’t remember me I was the one with
allergies. I would like to thank
you for the compass now I will never get lost.
One day I hope to go back
to Madera Canyon and I also hope to become
a naturalist. Kassandra.”
“Dear Friends of Madera Canyon, “I learned
about two very important
rocks called rhyolite and granite. My leaders,
Pam and Sara, taught me a
trick to remember the two rocks. It goes,
‘Don’t take your rhyolite for
granite!! I learned so much from you guys and
I really want to come back
sometime soon. We did not get to see all of it but the stuff we saw was
awesome. Your Friend, Miranda.”
And lastly: “Dear Pam and Loma, Thank you for telling me about Madera
Canyon. I learned a lot…When I grow up I want to have a job where I can
be in the wilderness because I love nature. Sincerely, Alexander.”
Author Richard Louv, in his ground-breaking book “Last Child in the
Woods”, notes that “Nature inspires creativity in a child by demanding
visualization and the full use of the senses….Passion is lifted from the
earth itself by the muddy hands of the young; it travels along grass-stained
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sleeves to the heart. If we are going to save the environment, we must also
save an endangered indicator species; the child in nature.”
Getting children into nature is what the FoMC field trips are all about.
Creating nature detectives, connecting children to the beauty of the
Canyon and sowing the seeds of stewardship helps fulfill our mission of
conservation through education.
“When children are helped to explore a natural area, they form a
connection to that place,” said Doug. “This personal connection often
develops into a sense of caring; caring can promote wanting to help
protect and conserve the area, and other natural areas, into the future.”
“When the students have a great nature walk", said Julie, “they remember
it and want to come again. They tell their parents and friends about the
special place they visited. Doug makes it clear that it is public land - so it
belongs to them. If the kids have a wonderful morning in the Canyon, and
feel ownership - they will want to preserve it and other special places like
it.”
Christine Olsenius is a Board Member of Friends of Madera Canyon. She has spent over 35
years developing environmental programs and managing nonprofit organizations.
School field trips are currently on hold due to Covid 19 but will hopefully resume in the fall.
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HELP THE FRIENDS KEEP THE CANYON OPEN
By Rhonda Woods
The comfort of nature is drawing many more of us to Madera Canyon in these
times of “shelter in place.” It is important that we respect the canyon, and each
other. Help the Friends of Madera Canyon and the US Forest Service by doing
your part. We truly need your help to continue our efforts to keep Madera Canyon
open.
What You Can DO NOW to help:
1. Do your part to help flatten the curve by maintaining the recommended 6’ of
social distancing in parking lots, at picnic areas (gatherings of 10 or less) and on
trails.
2. Bring your own hand sanitizers for restroom hand cleaning, etc. There are
portable toilets at each parking area, while the permanent relief stations remain
closed.
3. Bring your own toilet seat -wipe-down supplies.
4. Use your own trash bags for any trash, plastic bottles, etc. that you bring into
the canyon, and PACK IT IN, PACK IT OUT.
5. Reduce the traffic on the most popular trails by exploring alternative trails in
the Coronado National Forest network to increase your options, and safety. For
day hikes, check-out:
“ fs.usda.gov/activity/coronado/recreation/hiking “ There are descriptions
of the trails along with the levels of difficulty for that hike. This web site
provides many tips and options.
The Arizona Trail is another well-known series of trails, as is the Anza Trail in
Pima County.
1. Rather than using a new FOMC trail map from one of the map boxes in
Madera Canyon, please consider that this very same map is available to be
printed by you via the “Friendsofmaderacanyon.org” web site, and used by
you each time you visit the canyon.
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1. Bog Springs Campground remains closed until further notice per the
U.S.F.S.
Lastly, support Friends of Madera Canyon. All of our volunteers are working
diligently, along with our Board of Directors, to ensure that we can continue to
keep Madera Canyon open, and safe, for all who chose to enjoy the value of
our precious natural resource. Join us, donate, volunteer by visiting our
website: www.friendsofmaderacanyon.org
Thank you. FOMC Board of Directors
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Tips for Preserving Nature While Hiking
By Molly Clark (submitted by Rachel Gaffney)
There are more than 150 long distance hiking trails in the US, and more than
74,000 miles of hiking trails throughout the country. That might sound like a lot,
but when you consider that more than 40 million people go hiking every year it’s
clear that those trails get a lot of foot traffic. Over time hikers can end up
damaging the natural world that they love. That’s why it’s important that hikers
use these tips to help preserve nature when they’re hiking:
1. Clean Off Your Boots
As you hike through different areas your boots will pick up soil that contains
seeds, bacteria, and sometimes even small insects. When you go from one trail to
another without cleaning off your boots you’re depositing all that debris into a
new area, which can be deadly for that area. Invasive plant and insect species can
kill off all the plants. Tree fungus can kill the trees. Not cleaning your boots off can
set off a chain reaction of disastrous proportions for the natural world. So
between hikes hose off your boots and make sure they’re clean before you start a
hike on a different trail.
2. Bring a Reusable Water Bottle
Single use plastics are decimating the environment and yet some hikers still bring
single use bottles of water or sports drink when they hike. Invest in a high quality
BPA free reusable water bottle that you can take on a hike. It will hold more
water than a single use bottle and it will be much better for the natural world.
Also pack your snacks in reusable containers when possible.
3. Stick To The Trail
Every hiker should have a paper copy of the trail map with them and stay on the
trail no matter what. When you go walking off the trail you can kill plants, break
branches off shrubs and young trees, and contribute to the erosion of the soil
around the trail. Don’t take shortcuts or try to create your own trail. Stay on the
marked trail when you’re hiking, even where it’s wet or muddy.
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4. Don’t Annoy The Animals
It’s wonderful to see deer, rabbits, and other animals when you’re out hiking but
please remember that you’re a guest in their homes. Don’t try to approach them
or lure them to you with food. Don’t leave food out for them or try to take selfies
with them. Enjoy their beauty from a distance and leave them alone. You can take
photos of them from a distance to post on your social media but don’t try to get
close to them or scare them or annoy them.

5. Take Your Trash
It’s shocking how many hikers litter when they’re hiking. If you have trash like
food wrappers or containers pack it up carefully and take it out of the area with
you so that you can throw it away or recycle it. Never throw your trash on the
ground or leave it behind when you’re hiking. It’s your responsibility to clean up
after yourself.

This article was created by Personal Injury Help (www.personalinjury-law.com), an organization dedicated to
providing the public with information about personal injury and safety information. Nothing in this article should be
construed as legal advice, and it is intended for informational use only.
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2020 Scholarship Recipient
By Ellen West, Chairwoman of the Scholarship Committee
Issac Valenzuela, a 2020 graduate from Rio Rico was our Scholarship recipient this
spring. He has received several prestigious scholarships, which attest to his
excellence as a dedicated scholar. They include a Pell Grant, a Wild Cat of
Excellence Award, Maricopa Community Scholarship, and a Padilla Scholarship.
He says “Since a young age, I developed a passion for Math and Science. My goal
is to work on developing new technology, which will aid in water safety and
preservation. Clean water and it’s accessibility are crucial challenges.
With our planet being 71% water, it is alarming to know that about 17% of the
world does not have access to a sufficient water supply. New processes need to
be implemented to make drinking water available to the most marginalized areas
in the world.”
One of Isaac’s teachers describes him as follows: “Issac is the type of student that
will be remembered by teachers, staff and his peers for many years to come. He
displays an eagerness to learn; I can truly say that he is one of a kind and takes his
education very seriously.”
Unfortunately, due to the unusual circumstances of the Covid19 pandemic, we
were unable to introduce this young man at the Volunteer Breakfast, which was
canceled. However, we congratulate Issac and his family for a job well done. We
feel confident that he will be an excellent student as he pursues his goals while
attending Stanford University, California.
We wish Issac all the best throughout his academic years.
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SPECIAL TRIBUTES
Bud Gode Volunteer of the Year Award: Steve Pruess is the
Preservation and Clean-up Coordinator. Steve and his crew
can be found early Monday mornings cleaning out BBQs, fire
pits and patrolling the picnic areas for litter. Unfortunately
because of the Covid-19 situation, the USFS requested that
FoMC suspend operations until it is deemed safe. As soon as
it is, Steve and his group will be back doing what they do best,
keeping our Canyon beautiful. Congratulations Steve!

In Honor Of: Ruth A. Maloblocki, Pat McDonnell, John & Deb Strandquist, George
& Ann Cottay, Jim & Anita Woodward, Debora Rose Nehls, Stever Rowley
Your names will soon be added to the Honor Wall for well deserved recognition .
Thank you all for your years of dedication and service.

In Memory Of: Robert H. Pattee, Barbara C. Pattee, Chuck & Jane Rogers
Loved ones who knew how much Madera Canyon meant to these folks chose to
make a donation to have them memorialized.
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Charitable Giving: How the CARES Act Impacts 2020
COVID-19 Stimulus Package / CARES Act
CARES Act for Nonprofits – Friday, March 27, the Congress passed and the
President signed into law the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security
(CARES) Act, a $2 trillion economic stimulus package legislated to provide
immediate relief for nonprofits.
What You Need to Know
New Deduction Available: Up to $300 per taxpayer ($600 for a married couple) in
annual charitable contributions. This is available only to people who take the
standard deduction (for taxpayers who do not itemize their deductions). It is an
“above the line” adjustment to income that will reduce a donor’s adjusted gross
income (AGI), and thereby reduce taxable income. To qualify, you would have to
give a donation to a qualified charity. If you have already made your donation
since Jan. 1, that contribution counts toward the $300 cap. A donation to a
donor advised fund (DAF) does not qualify for this new deduction.
New Charitable Deduction Limits: As part of the bill, individuals and corporations
that itemize can deduct much greater amounts of their contributions. Individuals
can elect to deduct donations up to 100% of their 2020 AGI (up from 60%
previously). Corporations may deduct up to 25% of taxable income, up from the
previous limit of 10%. The new deduction is for gifts that go to a public charity.
The old deduction rules apply to gifts to private foundations. The higher
deduction does not apply to donations directly to a DAF.
Required Min. Distributions Waived in 2020 for Most Donors: Required
minimum distributions (RMD) that would have had to start in 2020 do not have to
start until 2021, including distributions from defined benefit pension plans and
457 plans. This change will dampen somewhat the incentive for a donor to make a
qualified charitable distribution (QCD) from their IRA in 2020. Even so, making a
QCD this year will still allow itemizers and non-itemizers alike to direct up to
$100,000 from their IRA to charities in a tax efficient manner.
The inclusion of an expanded charitable giving incentive is a critical
acknowledgement by Congress that the work of nonprofits are essential. It is the
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first time Congress has passed this type of giving incentive in response to disaster
or national emergency.
The Takeaway - donors directing a QCD to charity this year (up to $100,000 per
individual) will still reduce their taxable IRA balance. This allows all taxpayers,
itemizers and non-itemizers alike, to direct gifts from their IRA to charities in a tax
efficient manner.
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